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SUPERIOR COURT
OF THE

STATE OF DELAWARE

RICHARD F. STOKES 1 THE CIRCLE, SUITE 2

JUDGE  SUSSEX COU NTY CO URTHOU SE

GEORG ETOWN , DE 19947

April 25, 2006

David Hume, IV, Esquire

Deputy Attorney General                    

Department of Justice                  

114 E. Market Street

Georgetown, DE 19947

John F. Brady, Esquire

Brady, Richardson, Beauregard & Chasanov

10 East Pine Street

Georgetown, DE 19947

Re: State of Delaware v. Ricky Hicks, Jr.

ID #0410023146A

Dear Counsel:

Following a three-day trial from April 11 - 13, 2005, the defendant, Ricky Hicks,

(hereafter “Hicks”) was convicted of Trafficking in Cocaine, Delivery of Cocaine and

Possession of Drug Paraphernalia.  Hicks was acquitted of charges of Maintaining a

Vehicle and Resisting Arrest.

After sentenc ing on July 8, 2005, Hicks filed a  direct appeal to the Supreme Court. 

On January 31, 2006, the case was remanded back to this Court to permit consideration of

a motion for a new trial on the ground of newly discovered evidence.  After review, the

Motion is denied.
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THE LAW

To order a new trial because of newly discovered evidence, three factors must be

satisfied:

(1) The evidence must have been newly discovered; i.e., it must have been

discovered  since trial, and the circumstances must be such as to indicate

that it could not have been discovered before trial with due diligence;

(2) The new  evidence  must be of such a nature that it would have p robably

changed the result if presented to the jury; and

(3) The evidence must not be merely cumulative or impeaching.1

THE TRIAL

The evidence presented by the State of Delaware (“the State”) included testimony

from L ance Skinner  of the D elaware State P olice (he reafter “Skinner”); Dwight Y oung, a

Milford police officer (hereafter “Young”); Timothy Davis, a co-defendant (hereafter

“Davis”); John McColgan, an evidence officer with the Delaware State Police (hereafter

“McColgan”); Ronald Brzezicki, an off-duty Department of Correction officer (hereafter

“Brzezicki”); and Farnan Daneshgar, a medical examiner (hereafter “Daneshgar”).2

Reviewing this testimony, Skinner saw Hicks in a parking lot at a Royal Farms

store in Milford, Delaware.3  Although it was nighttime, the area was well lit, and he

knew Hicks.4  Hicks was standing  on the drive r’s side of a Ford Explorer talking w ith
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Davis.5  Hicks and Davis are cousins.6  Hicks arrived at Royal Farms in an orange Honda

driven by his brother, Dennis Hicks (hereafter “Dennis”).7  The orange Honda was parked

in an odd manner near the Explore r.8

As Skinner w alked toward the ca rs, Hicks saw him approach and asked, “What’s

up Skinner?”9  He observed Hicks reach into his jacket and throw an object into the

Explorer.”10  Skinner asked Hicks what he threw into the Explorer.  Although Hicks

denied throwing anything, he did not recall Skinner asking this question.11  A bag of

cocaine was throw n on Davis’ lap and somewhat shocked, he flipped  it off his t-shirt

toward the back o f the car.12  A bag of cocaine was found on the floorboard of the

backseat. 13 

Skinner arrested Davis and put him into the patrol car.14  Skinner intended to arrest

Hicks, but before this could be accomplished, a female, Juannetta Daniels (hereafter

“Daniels” ) walked  to the car from the Royal Farms Store and appeared to be  getting into

the driver’s side of the Exp lorer.15  She had accompanied Davis to the store.16  Hicks

yelled at her to leave and to pay no attention to Skinner.17  Skinner restrained Daniels and

told her  “Don’t even th ink about it.”18  Skinner then directed her to return to the store, and

noted that he did not see her take anything from the Explorer.19  Skinner retrieved the bag

of cocaine from the  backseat o f the Explorer and secured it.20  Later that night at the

Troop, he gave this and all other evidence seized from the Honda to McColgan.21  When

analyzed by Daneshgar, the bag was found to contain about 25 grams of crack cocaine.22
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Skinner arrested Hicks and placed him in the patrol car with Davis.  Davis was

yelling that the cocaine belonged to Hicks.23  Young and Skinner heard Hicks saying that

the cocaine  was his and Davis had nothing  to do with  it.24  While being taken to the

Justice of the Peace Court, Hicks told Skinner that selling drugs was the only thing he

knew how to do.25  Although Hicks acknowledged Davis was yelling  that the coca ine did

not belong  to him, he denied making any of the incriminating statements attributed to

him.26

Hicks testified that Dennis, along with Chris Daniels and a Dale Davis (hereafter

“Dale Davis”), were present at the Royal Farms Store.  Further, Hicks claimed that

Dennis was speaking with Davis and that Dale Davis was in the backseat of the Explorer

about the time when Skinner arrived.27   Hicks knew the police were coming because he

recognized the type of vehicle, saying “Anybody could tell it was a cop, if that’s what

you’re asking.” 28

At the scene, Skinner patted Hicks down and did not find contraband.29  The

orange Honda and Explorer were searched initially in the parking lot, and later at the

Troop, where an inventory was done.30  In the Explorer, aside from the bag of cocaine,

there was  a coat, cell phone and C D case in  the backseat.31 A piece o f a ripped p lastic

baggie and another bag of cocaine were seized from the orange Honda and the ripped

piece appeared to fit w ith the bag of cocaine found in the Exp lorer.32

Although charged as a co-defendant, Davis’ charges were dismissed without
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prejudice at tr ial in  exchange for  his testimony.33  Davis told Skinner that the drugs

belonged to Hicks,34 that Daniels was Davis’ friend,35 and that the event of the cocaine

being thrown into the Explorer was somewhat of a shock.36  Davis further related that two

bags were throw n in the car.37  He was not surprised that only one bag was found because,

accord ing to h im “it wasn’t mine,”38 and he, therefore, did not have much information

about the cocaine.

THE MOTION

The motion is based upon a typewritten affidavit bearing Daniels’ signature which

was delivered to defense counsel in December, over seven months after trial.  The

affidavit does not have a jurat, and it is irregular on its face, as Dan iels’ name is

misspelled.  For these reasons, the Court asked that Daniels be subpoenaed to clarify

these points.  Although served, Daniels did not appear, without explanation to excuse her

attendance .  Neverthe less, to exped ite matters, the assumption  is made tha t Daniels w ould

testify under oath to what is stated.

The essential part of the affidavit is “. . . Also, one of the two bags of crack

cocaine that Tim had on him when he arrived at Royal Farms that night was still under the

seat.  When I received my truck back I gave Timothy Davis the bag of crack cocaine the

same day.”

Applying the pertinent legal principles, the affidavit was only newly discovered

because it w as delivered  to counse l after trial.  How ever, the info rmation contained in it
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could have been discovered before trial with due diligence.

Danie ls was known to Hicks because he ca lled out to her at the Royal Farms Store. 

Her name was read to the jury as a potential witness at jury selection.39  Daniels was

subpoenaed by the State and was present throughout the trial.  At oral argument, it was

also learned that Daniels had given a statement to Skinner which w as not remarkable.  It

had been provided to the defense.  Although Daniels’ name was redacted, her identity was

apparent in the context of the case.  In the exhibits accompanying the State’s response, the

affidavit of probable cause to arrest Hicks revealed Daniels’ name.  Further, during the

first day of testimony, Skinner  identified he r in open court.40

At trial, the defense suggested that Daniels had access to the Explorer, and by

inference, to the cocaine.  In closing, the defense argued: “. . . Then he [Skinner] sees Ms.

Daniels come out of the store.  Was she carrying a package?  He doesn’t recall . . .  He

has to go to the vehicle . . .  Who got into the Explorer?  Who was in that vehicle?  Who

had access?  [Were] there two bags of drugs as alleged in Mr. Davis in his testimony

yesterday on the videotape and today . . .?”41  Earlier Hicks had testified that Dennis and

Dale Davis were in the Explorer, too.42

Casting suspicion is understandable as a defense strategy.  Certainly, there was an

opportunity to question Daniels, even if there was no reasonable expectation that the

defense would do so or that she would provide helpful information.  Additionally, since

she was present throughout the proceedings, the information in the affidavit was
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technically available.

 Nor is it probable that the evidence would have changed the result if it had been

presented to the jury.  The State had a strong case.  Hicks was observed by Skinner

throwing an object into the Explorer.  The object was immediately apparent as a bag of

cocaine to Skinner, upon his first viewing of it.  Davis made a reflex motion to get rid of

it.  He was surprised by Hicks’ action, he had just completed drug rehabilitation and he

was trying to keep out of trouble.43

Skinner and Young testified that, in response to Davis’ strongly expressed

concerns, Hicks admitted that the cocaine was his.  It reasonably can be inferred that

Hicks knew his cousin had recently finished a Court-ordered drug treatment program, and

desired to protect Dav is from further crimina l prosecution .  Hicks further admitted , while

being presented to a magistrate, that selling drugs was his only means of making a living.

Hicks had a prior c riminal record that d iscounted his  credibility.44  His version of

events was contradictory.  His recollection of the people present at the Explorer when

Skinner a rrived was that “ . . . Dale w as the only one  that got out o f the car and went to

the Explorer, him, me and the brother.  We was all talking in the Explorer.  Somehow

Carlos no ticed that Skinner was at the light.  He noticed Skinner was at the light and told

Dale and them  to come on.  But I didn’t know  that.”45  However, Hicks later

acknowledged that he knew the approaching vehicle was a police car. 46  Further, Hicks

claims all bu t he and Dennis left when Skinner arrived.  B ut he was  not able to explain
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what happened to Dennis; his brother would be expected to have helpful information but

he did no t testi fy.47  At first, Hicks acknowledged being patted down but later says he was

never searched.48  Although providing other detailed information, he could not recall an

obvious question: “Q: Your testimony is he never asked you  if you threw anything? A: I

don’t recall.”49  Hicks admitted that “Tim was the one yelling, saying that they was my

drugs.” 50  In this context, notwithstanding the affidavit, a jury would likely believe that

Hicks incriminated himself in the manner testified to by the State’s witnesses.

Daniels’ statement itself is weak.  It is conclusory.  It was made over seven months

after trial.  It is inconsistent with Daniels’ report given to Skinner at the time of the

incident.  Indeed her failure to appear is suspicious.

It is true that Davis did say two bags w ere thrown in quick  succession.  How ever,

being shocked somewhat, he could easily be mistaken about the number of bags.  The

Explorer w as thoroughly searched and invento ried before  and after H icks’ arrest.  Daniels

did not take anything from the Explorer.  A jury could conclude on the basis of common

sense that D avis was s imply mistaken due to the  stress of the event.

The final question is whether the new evidence is merely cumulative or

impeaching.  Skinner identified Hicks as the person who delivered cocaine to Davis.

Davis testified that Hicks threw cocaine onto  him.  Dan iels’ statement impeaches this

testim ony.

The present case is similar to the facts in Brittingham  v. State, 608 A.2d  725 (De l.
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1991).  In Brittingham, the defendant was convicted of delivery of cocaine.  The police

initially arrested his uncle for the crime.  After learning of the mistake, the defendant was

brought to  trial.  Before sentencing , the defendant presented his uncle’s affidavit, in

which his uncle admitted to the crime.

On appeal, Brittingham argued that the uncle’s confession was newly discovered

evidence, and  the trial judge wrongly denied his  motion .  Pertinent to the analysis here, 

Justice Moore said:  “The final requirement is that the evidence not be merely cumulative

or impeaching.  The case presents a perfect example of evidence that would be used for

impeachment purposes.  The State prosecuted the defendant, Brittingham.  During the

prosecution, the detec tive iden tified Brittingham in a photo and again  in the courtroom . 

Furthermore, the detective denies ever selling drugs to the uncle.  In view of this, the

introduction of the uncle’s confession would merely impeach the detective’s

identification of Brittingham.  The trial judge properly rejected the motion for a new trial

(emphasis in original).”  Id.

Here, Skinner’s testimony was positive.  There was no misidentification or

mistake.  At oral argument, defense counsel recognized the impeaching nature of Daniels’

statement.

Defendant argued that the acquittals on the Resisting Arrest and Maintaining a

Vehicle counts show that the State’s case was weak.  However, this is not persuasive

because the jury was instructed to  consider each crime separately. 51  On the state of the
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evidence, a reasonable doubt was raised on the Resisting Arrest charge given Hicks’

possible misunderstanding of Skinner’s words and Hicks’ submissive behavior as

observed  by Brzezick i.52  Further, reasonable doubt was raised about Maintaining a

Vehicle when Hicks claimed that either Dennis or someone else drove the Honda to the

store.53  While Hicks repositioned the Honda after delivering cocaine to D avis, the record

evidence was too slim a reed to support a conviction on this charge.

Considering the foregoing, defendant’s motion is denied.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

Very truly yours,

Richard F. Stokes

RFS/cv

cc: Prothonotary

Ms. Cathy Howard, Clerk, Supreme Court, No. 360, 2005
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